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Abstract

The Department of Industrial Engineering at the University of Pittsburgh is addressing an important issue in IE education – how to develop a comprehensive, integrated curriculum that (1) thoroughly prepares graduating engineering students for industrial practice and graduate school, (2) is pedagogically sound, and (3) trains students to readily recognize and apply their engineering background to solve unstructured problems, both locally and beyond US borders. We present an innovative and unique approach to curriculum reform that contains four overarching objectives: (1) the integration of fundamental concepts across the curriculum; (2) teaching students to synthesize different concepts to solve unstructured problems; (3) providing problem solving methods and strategies within a societal framework that allows for their application in a local as well as a global context; and (4) creating a portable development methodology that can be readily adapted to other engineering disciplines. Our broad objective is to develop a technically sound undergraduate IE curriculum that will (a) be tightly integrated and allow for enhanced learning, (b) ensure that our graduates will have the life-long engineering proficiencies to successfully apply what they learn, (c) allow our graduates to appreciate the societal role of engineering, both locally and globally, and (d) serve as a model for incorporating these same objectives into curricula for other industrial engineering programs and potentially other engineering disciplines. This paper presents a conceptual model for achieving this objective and reports upon the progress that has been made thus far on this ongoing effort.

1. Introduction

We address a pressing issue in engineering education – how to develop a comprehensive, integrated industrial engineering curriculum that thoroughly prepares graduates not only for industrial practice or graduate school, but also trains students to readily recognize and apply their engineering background to solve problems, both locally and internationally.

Beginning in the early 1990’s, a series of reports emerged detailing serious deficiencies in engineering education and calling for major reforms. In short, these reports proclaimed that engineering education programs must teach not only the fundamentals of engineering theory, experimentation, and practice, but:
• “Prepare students for a broad range of careers and lifelong learning … feature multidisciplinary, collaborative, active learning and take into account students’ varied learning styles,” ¹
• “ Include early exposure to ‘real’ engineering and more extensive exposure to interdisciplinary, hands-on, industrial practice aspects, team work, systems thinking and creative design” ², and
• “Create an intellectual environment where students can develop an awareness of the impact of emerging technologies, an appreciation of engineering as an integral process of societal change, and an acceptance of responsibility for civilization’s progress.” ³

More recently, Fromm ⁴ reemphasized the trend towards integration by stating: “We will see further integration of the important components that round out and complete the holistic experience of our educational programs…” The advent of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology’s (ABET) new accreditation criteria ⁵ with its ubiquitous eleven learning outcomes has also made engineering programs responsible for advising, monitoring and evaluating students so that they can successfully achieve a program’s objectives. In addition, programs must have a system that is flexible enough to allow for the continuous identification of areas for improvement and the ability to measure resultant improvements.

As a result, pedagogical innovations over the past ten years have greatly changed how engineering education is delivered. One innovative feature has been the “integrated curriculum,” which, by closely tying together coursework and faculty, aims to improve students’ comprehension of the engineering fundamentals, teamwork and communication skills, and problem solving abilities ⁶ using a just-in-time delivery philosophy (akin to modern manufacturing systems). A number of engineering schools, including the University of Pittsburgh, have introduced integrated freshman engineering programs ⁶⁻¹²; a few schools have attempted to move their programs into the sophomore year ¹³, ¹⁴. In general, such programs have focused on delivering core science and engineering courses in a just-in-time manner, meaning that concepts or methods are taught in a particular course just prior to when they might be needed/applied in other related courses. Unfortunately, a number of these integrated programs, many supported by NSF, have not been sustained. This has not been the case at the University of Pittsburgh where we have learned to deliver an integrated curriculum to the large majority of our 400 freshmen.

However, there is a paucity of engineering programs that have successfully created discipline specific integrated curricula ¹⁵, ¹⁶. All too often, the only “integration” students experience is through an individual course, often the culminating senior capstone design experience ¹⁷, ¹⁸. Consequently, because students have not been systematically exposed to the linkages among the discipline’s core areas, they are not adequately prepared to solve open-ended problems in their field of study. A plausible solution requires integrating the curricula by: (a) delivering discipline specific engineering science content in a just-in-time manner, (b) exposing students to complex, open-ended problems that require synthesis of the discipline’s core knowledge, and (c) developing skills that graduates will utilize throughout their careers. Such life long engineering proficiencies have been identified as business practices and cost issues, data analysis and uncertainty, design and problem solving, information systems and programming, and communication and teamwork.
Coupled to this need is the fact that engineering is now, more than ever, a global profession. Because of the competitive advantage to corporations, many industrial operations have been globalized. This has had an impact not only locally, but internationally as well, as the US is becoming increasingly dependent upon overseas sources for its processed raw materials and engineering jobs (e.g., software design). Consequently, US engineering students need to be prepared to work for multinational companies where they may encounter non-US engineers defining and solving problems. Further, engineering students need to recognize that not only do cultural differences exist, but that the requirements of engineers are different in developing countries compared to developed countries. Thus, in considering the globalization of engineering education, the choice of humanities and social science electives requires careful consideration and incorporation into the integrated curriculum.

2. Problem Statement and Research Objectives

Industrial Engineering (IE) combines elements of several core engineering areas that vary widely in their nature from highly quantitative (e.g., operations research, probability and statistics) to more qualitative (e.g., engineering management, human factors engineering) or technical in nature (e.g., manufacturing systems, facilities design). While IE’s diverse knowledge domains contribute to its uniqueness, they also highlight the need to effectively integrate material from these different domains into a compact curriculum. To succeed, students must learn how to integrate these different concepts and apply them to the complex problems that they will face in practice.

In response to the challenges facing engineering educators in general, and IE educators in particular, we are revising the undergraduate IE curriculum at the University of Pittsburgh with four primary objectives in mind:

1. **Integration**: Integrate concepts across the curriculum via
   - *Reinforcement* of course material throughout the curriculum.
   - "*Just-in-time*" concept integration.

2. **Synthesis**: Teach students how to synthesize different concepts to solve problems.
   - Industrial engineers often face ill-defined, complex problems in systems where there are significant interactions between different sub-system components.
   - Students often fail to see that solving a problem in practice requires the application of several *different* IE concepts and methods, and that the essence of IE lies in the ability to successfully integrate these methods within a system-level approach.

3. **Localization/Globalization**: Provide problem solving methods and strategies for problems within a local context and then extend them to a global context.

4. **Portability**: Create a framework for course integration, synthesis, and an appreciation for local and global issues that will be directly applicable to other IE programs, with the capability for adaptation by other fields of study.

**Integration**. IE courses tend to be poorly integrated with respect to the different concepts they address. While there seems to be a general consensus on what constitutes "core knowledge" for
an IE undergraduate program, there appears to be no explicit attempt to integrate and continually reinforce these concepts across the curriculum. Courses tend to be delivered as separate “silos” of subject matter without any explicit attempt at integrating and timing the delivery of the contents in order to take advantage of mutual commonalities, relationships and synergies. This lack of integration leads to several undesirable outcomes. Students tend to forget material that they once learned but have not seen until it is needed again for another course later on in the curriculum. For example, in their senior level facility design course students often fail to recognize that certain facility design sub-problems can be solved using operations research and statistical tools acquired in their sophomore and junior years. There is also a need to integrate the timing of the teaching of material across courses to achieve just-in-time concept integration. For example, it is desirable to synchronize instruction so that just after the students learn the fundamentals of the normal distribution in a Probability and Statistics course they can immediately see an application of this material to signal detection theory in a Human Factors Engineering course. This type of course coordination can be difficult to achieve because the courses are not taught by the same faculty member. However, if it can be achieved the benefit to students is significant. In this example it will help students appreciate the importance of fundamental material such as the normal distribution by seeing its application in courses other than the one where it is first taught.

Synthesis. In Bloom’s Taxonomy, synthesis involves taking many pieces and putting them together to make a new whole 19. Traditional IE curricula do not give sufficient emphasis to the synthesis of concepts/methods in order to solve unstructured problems. This is an especially significant factor for industrial engineers who tend to face ill-defined problems. Moreover, Industrial Engineers typically work in cross-functional teams on systems that integrate machines and other physical entities with human beings. Almost invariably, there is also an economic element that they need to address. This in turn means that Industrial Engineers have a much more critical need for general skills related to (a) communication and teamwork, (b) uncertainty and costs, and (c) recognizing local and global implications of their decisions. More importantly, they need the ability to synthesize these with the technical skills taught in their curricula. Students also often fail to see that when one looks at a particular real-world problem, different IE concepts and methods could apply (albeit in varying degrees), and that the essence of IE lies in the synthesis of all these methods within a systems-level approach. While most programs have a senior design project of some sort there are very few curricula that go beyond this to explicitly address the issue of synthesis.

Localization/Globalization. As noted, students need to receive greater exposure to today’s global business environment. Changes in communication and transportation have created both a global marketplace and supply chain; our students’ education needs to prepare them for both global contexts. Many production planning problems that IE’s encounter no longer focus on facilities in a single region or even in a single country but rather in multiple countries. Globalization has had a significant effect on companies’ operations and many of these changes directly affect the work of industrial engineers such as: demand forecasting, logistics and delivery planning, inventory control, facility design, human factors, safety, manufacturing processes (including environmental concerns), information systems, costing systems, and engineering management. Students need to be better prepared to deal with these global challenges by learning systems engineering and integration concepts that are applicable on a
global level and by incorporating globalization issues into the humanities and social science electives that they take.

**Portability.** In developing a model for a discipline specific integrated curriculum it is important that results be portable to other curriculum planning contexts. Our proposed framework for providing integration, synthesis, and localization/globalization is potentially applicable to 224 different IE programs (i.e. the 101 accredited IE, 10 engineering management, 24 manufacturing engineering, and 33 systems engineering programs as well as 15 accredited IE Technology and 41 manufacturing technology programs). However, the central issues of integration, synthesis, and localization/globalization are also applicable to other engineering disciplines as well as several other fields of study.

3. Conceptual Model, Approach, and Methodology

3.1 Overall Objectives

Based on the above discussion, our broad objective is to develop a technically sound undergraduate IE curriculum that will (a) be tightly integrated and allow for much better learning, (b) ensure that our graduates will have the life-long engineering proficiencies to successfully apply what they learn, (c) allow our graduates to appreciate the societal role of engineering, both locally and globally, and (d) serve as a model for incorporating these same objectives into curricula for other engineering disciplines.

3.2 Conceptual Model

While we present our discussions in the context of IE, the same approach could be followed for other engineering disciplines. We begin by identifying the core knowledge areas of IE and the expected life-long engineering proficiencies. We then develop a plan that builds on and continually reinforces these areas throughout the curriculum in support of our first objective of integration. Following this we detail a plan for combining the technical skills with life-long engineering proficiencies, in support of our second objective of synthesis. Finally, we discuss curricular implications of the changing role of science and technology in society. Discussions of pedagogical issues are woven into each of the above subsections. The conceptual model we propose is shown in Figure 1.

3.2.1 Industrial Engineering Science

Much as one uses the term “Engineering Science” to refer to the knowledge areas that are considered to be basic for all engineering disciplines (e.g., calculus, mechanics, electrical circuits, etc.), we use the term “Industrial Engineering Science” to refer to areas that would be considered basic to any IE program. (The term *Industrial Engineering Science* refers to core knowledge areas within IE and is not to be confused with the more general ABET engineering sciences.) To identify these areas the top 25 undergraduate IE programs in the country (as per the Gourman Rankings) were evaluated to identify those topics that most frequently comprised the curricula. The reader is also referred to Biles 20 for a related article. While the relative emphasis
placed on each area could vary from one academic program to another, virtually every single program covers the following six broad areas:

1. Probability and Statistics
2. Operations Research
3. Engineering Management (including Engineering Economics)
4. Human Factors (including Work Methods)
5. Manufacturing and Facility Design
6. Production Operations Analysis

With very few exceptions, all reputable IE programs cover each of these subjects. Also note that in very broad terms, the first four areas are more conceptual/methodological in nature and tend to be covered relatively early in the curriculum, while the last two are more application driven and tend to be covered somewhat later in the curriculum.
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3.2.2 Life-Long Engineering Proficiencies

We also identified those broad skills that cut across all technical areas and that every industrial engineer needs to possess in order to successfully apply the principles learned in an academic curriculum. These skills were identified based on ABET accreditation criteria, the FE and PE examinations, and extensive discussions with practicing industrial engineers including the departmental visiting committee (comprised of industrial colleagues in senior IE positions). We
use the term “life-long engineering proficiency” to summarize these skills. It is worth noting that most of these are important for all engineers and not just IE’s. These may be summarized as:

1. **Business practices and cost issues**: Refers to the ability to relate engineering skills to the larger business environment in order to address cost and economic issues, change management, management of innovation, ethics, etc.
2. **Data analysis and uncertainty**: Refers to the ability to specify information requirements and gather and analyze data in an uncertain environment.
3. **Design, innovation and problem solving**: Refers to the ability to define, develop specifications and design solutions to industrial problems.
4. **Information systems and programming**: Refers to the ability to use computers for extracting information from data, and for using and (where necessary) developing software for solving common engineering problems.
5. **Communication and teamwork**: Refers to the ability to work in multi-functional teams and to clearly communicate with managers and/or non-technical people, both orally and in writing.

As a pilot we are focusing on incorporating **business practices and cost issues** across a range of courses in our curriculum. The implementation approach is based on a web-based template created by Needy and Bursic. For this particular proficiency, the template provides a “how to” for engineering economic analysis that allows students to answer questions such as “Which of the alternatives is more economically attractive?” “Is my solution fiscally feasible?” “What is the return on investment for my solution?” A question and answer discussion is also provided with the template. We are using this template as a foundation for creating modules (coupled to a particular content area or assignment) that expose students to experiential practice in each of their courses; thus cultivating their proficiency as well as synthesizing it across courses.

3.2.3 Integration

The model we propose for integrating technical skills and life-long proficiencies into the curriculum is based on two aspects of integration: reinforcement and just-in-time integration. By reinforcement we mean that once a subject has been introduced, at least one or two topics from this subject will be explicitly emphasized and used in each and every subsequent IE course within the program. Thus, basic concepts are continually reinforced. As the student moves further along in the program, more and more of these topics are integrated into the coursework. This allows students to more readily see the relevance of these topics and experience how they integrate together in the educational process, which should result in improved learning.

For example, IE students at the University of Pittsburgh typically take Engineering Economic Analysis (IE 1040) in the first term of their sophomore year. In order to apply this integration concept we would incorporate topics from IE 1040 in the second term of their sophomore year. The might include the following:

a) a module that uses expected payback time or expected present value when the concept of expectation is introduced in Probability and Statistics (ENGR 0020);
b) an explicit cost analysis using engineering economics methods when evaluating alternative ergonomic designs in Human Factors (IE 1061); and
c) a cost-benefit study for a workplace redesign exercise in Productivity Analysis (IE 1054).

The second aspect of our model is just-in-time concept integration. The idea here is to look at the different courses that a typical student would take in a particular term and to then synchronize the timing and delivery of topics in each of these courses to the maximum extent possible. As an illustrative example, again consider the second term of the sophomore year for a typical University of Pittsburgh IE student. Students would take three IE courses – Probability and Statistics (ENGR 0020), Productivity Analysis (IE 1054), and Human Factors (IE 1061). If certain topics were introduced in such a way that students simultaneously see their application in different areas, there would be better reinforcement as well as a much better appreciation for these principles. For instance, when the normal distribution is introduced in ENGR 0020, one might also do a work sampling study in IE 1054, and a signal detection theory laboratory in IE 1061 that require the use of normal tables. We are currently working on implementing both aspects of our model into the sophomore year curriculum.

3.2.4 Synthesis

Typically, most IE programs have a senior project course in the final term. The objective is to have students draw upon the skills that they have learned to solve an industry-based system design problem. The extent of emphasis placed on general skills and the degree to which the problem is structured tend to vary from one program to the other. At the University of Pittsburgh this course is listed as IE 1090. Three or four-person student teams work on an industrial problem, with their effort being guided by an industry mentor and supervised by a faculty member. The students submit a final written project report in addition to making oral presentations that are open to other students, faculty and the industrial “clients.” While this course works reasonably well, it also has some shortcomings. First, students are often seeing a completely unstructured problem environment for the first time. This lack of structure leads to difficulty with issues such as defining the problem and its scope, identifying and collecting the correct set of data, and defining appropriate performance measures. Second, they also tend to have difficulty in drawing upon the technical skills they have learned in order to identify the appropriate tools to address the particular problem at hand. Often the students will focus on one particular tool when a much broader approach is in order. Third, there tends to be a lot of variability in terms of how well students can synthesize their technical abilities with the life-long engineering proficiencies. Based on analyzing projects over the last several years, it is our conclusion that these shortcomings could be attributed to the fact that students have never actually been taught how to integrate and synthesize their training and skills in order to solve unstructured problems. Homework or projects within courses cannot accomplish this task since they typically do not give students sufficient time to address an unstructured problem in depth.

We are addressing this issue by developing and delivering a separate course that actually teaches students the skills necessary to go out and execute a successful industry based team project in their final term. This course (offered in the junior year) will consist of two successive projects, each of which runs for half a term. Students will work in teams of three or four on each project. However, unlike senior project, students will work on the same project. The projects are being
developed in the form of detailed case-studies and require the students to use a wide array of technical skills and to synthesize these with the life-long engineering proficiencies discussed earlier. Further, the first project will address the issue of localization and require the project to be addressed in the context of its impact on a local scale, while the second will address globalization and contain a global context. It is our belief that with a specific project-oriented course such as this, we will also be able to reduce some of the fragmented project work currently required in various courses across the curriculum. Students often see the latter as a very large demand on their time, especially towards the end of the term when they are often working simultaneously on numerous projects for several classes.

Pedagogically, problem-based learning (PBL) will be employed as the instructional method as it is suitable in assisting students to solve the types of problems often confronted by practicing professionals. Using the PBL approach students further develop their ability to clearly define a problem, construct and alter hypotheses as needed, collect and evaluate data from many sources, and develop solutions that consider conditions inherent to the problem.

Since the projects being developed are adaptations of real problems, we have the option of introducing many different features. Ideally, we plan to develop a library of eight such projects so that we will not have to recycle a project for at least four years. We are in the process of developing the first two that will be piloted during the summer of 2004. Students who have been formally trained through this class will have a higher chance of successfully handling their final term project course as well as projects that they are assigned when they enter the workforce.

3.2.5 Localization/Globalization

As part of the synthesis process, we will make students much more aware of the societal implications of engineering at both local and global levels. To do this, we are better structuring the humanities and social science requirements so that they support this goal. Specifically, students will take three humanities and three social science courses as they currently do; however, at least one and possibly two courses will relate to the broad area of science, technology and society. The University of Pittsburgh has an excellent array of such courses through its History and Philosophy of Science (HPS) Department, as well as through Economics, Political Science and Sociology. We also plan to require that one of the electives explicitly deal with localization/globalization issues, or alternatively, require a study-abroad term where students would be exposed to such issues.

3.3 Portability

Our model is portable; i.e., easily adaptable to other IE programs and more broadly, to other engineering disciplines. Referring to Figure 1, each of the “IE science areas” rising vertically would be different for different engineering disciplines (and there could be fewer or more than six of them), but the rest of the model including the five horizontal layers cutting across these IE science areas and the two integration layers at the top would be similar. Similarly, the modules that we are developing for integration and synthesis will be unique to IE, but conceptually, the same idea can be readily extended to other disciplines by interested faculty. Our plan is to
...disseminate our procedures to facilitate adaptation with relative ease by faculty interested in porting our model and approach over to another area.

4. Summary

This paper addresses the development of a comprehensive integrated curriculum that enhances learning and thoroughly prepares graduates for industrial practice in a global context. It presents a realistic approach for developing an integrated curriculum by delivering discipline specific engineering science content in a just-in-time manner; exposing students to large open-ended problems that require synthesis of the discipline core with broader skills; and developing proficiencies that engineering will utilize throughout their careers.
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